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Families love to travel, but it often seems like a daunting
task. That’s why they will love Big Little Footprints, which

takes the hard work out of it. 

Through big experiences and heart warming moments,
the show will inspire families not only to travel and take

adventures - but teach them  how to do it better.

Through showcasing the best places to go, sustainable
places to stay, ways to get around, what products to use
and of course what to experience while there that’ll leave

a positive lasting impression on our children in the hope
of building a better future. 

Throug
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About
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Big Little Footprints10  X  30 MIN  EP ISODES



The series explores important themes of travel,
sustainability, conservation and family. Opening up

many opportunities to partner with great brands
whos values align with our own...

Authentic
representation

of your brand
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tourism boards 
accommodation providers
airlines
car companies
activity providers 
sustainable travel brands
kids clothing and apparel 
adult clothing and apparel 
footwear
sustainable kids products 
outdoor / adventure gear 
travel bags
kids lunch boxes / water bottles 
sunscreen and beauty products
camera equipment

Interested? Lets talk. 
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Who’s watching?
Big Little Footprints will have a multi channel network of
distribution. Here is the reach the show will have worldwide: 

Binge Network: 
Award winning streaming network with thousands of your favorite
shows and films. New content added daily reaching 60+ million
homes. 

Partner Platforms: 
Plus potential streaming on 175 partner platforms including Amazon
Prime, Tubi, Hulu, Peacock etc

Plex: 
A one-stop destination to stream movies, TV shows, and music, Plex
is the most comprehensive entertainment platform available today
available in 195 countries. 

Worldwide:
Big Little Footprints will likely air around the world in USA, Asia,
Europe, the Middle East, South Africa, New Zealand and Australia. 
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